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Executive Summary
Background
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Library Building at 32 Station Street, Napier.
This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of our quantitative
seismic assessment.
The report is to be read in conjunction with Civic Administration Building Detailed Seismic
Assessment due to the fact that the buildings are connected by a linkway.

Building Description
Constructed in the circa 1983, the Napier Library Building is a five-storey reinforced concrete structure
with basement, situated on a level site adjacent to the Napier Civic Administration Building and
Council Chambers.
The reinforced concrete wall and concrete framed building has a 3.35m typical inter-storey height with
the ground floor being slightly taller at 3.5 m and the basement height being 2.7m. The building is
comprised of a five-storey main office building, approximately 42m by 24m in plan, laid out on a 6m
square grid. The library wing extends out approximately 18m from the north side of the building at 1st
floor level. The wing has a roof garden at first floor level. The main office building has a steel trussed
roof structure supporting steel purlins. A plant room sits above the lift well at the east end of the
building where the roof height peaks at 22.08m above ground level.
The building has two full height stair wells and a full height lift well and one partial height lift well
located between grids E, F, 6 and 7, which extends from basement to 1st floor. The full height lift well
is formed by reinforced concrete block masonry walls.
The building has an elevated linkway connecting to the adjacent Napier City Council Civic
Administration Building at the 2nd and 3rd floor levels.
The Lateral Load Resisting System is comprised of two, centrally located reinforced concrete walls in
the East-West direction and a dual reinforced concrete wall and concrete framed system in the NorthSouth direction. The East-West walls are 6.5m long by 600mm thick above ground. The North-South
walls are typically 7.7m long 400 - 450mm thick.

Site Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
gravels with some sand. The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
The impact of geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for
determination of the building’s percentage New Building Standard (%NBS) rating.
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Importance Level
The importance level is stipulated in NZS 1170 – Tables 3.1 & 3.2 - Refer below.
In this instance the client has stipulated that the building be assessed to Importance Level 3 assuming
all post disaster functions no longer operate from the Civic Administration or Library buildings. The
importance level is then governed by occupancy loads within the building.
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Assessed Seismic Rating
BUILDING SEISMIC RATING

= 15 % NBS

-

IMPORTANCE LEVEL 3

The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate the building’s seismic rating to be 15% NBS
(IL3) assessed in accordance with The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines
for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10 October 2016). The seismic rating assumes that
Importance Level 3 (IL3), in accordance with AS/NZS 1170.0:2002. Therefore, this is a Grade E building
following the NZSEE building grading scheme. Grade E buildings represent a relative risk to occupants
25 times greater than expected for a new building, indicating a very high risk exposure.
A building with a seismic rating less than 34%NBS is considered to be an Earthquake-Prone Building
(EPB) in terms of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act 2016. A building rating
less than 67%NBS is considered by the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering to be an
Earthquake Risk Building (ERB). The Napier City Council Library Building is therefore likely to be
categorised as an Earthquake [Risk/Prone] Building.
Our assessment identified the following Critical Structural Weakness (CSW) governing the seismic
rating for the building:


The tensile capacity of the floor diaphragm between the western grid 4 shear wall and grid H
in all floors above ground level. Excessive tension strain of the topping steel reinforcing is
likely to reduce the PC rib seating length. Loss of PC rib seating is likely to result in sudden
loss of gravity load capacity and is therefore deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.

In addition to the above CSW, the following potentially Severe Structural Weaknesses (SSWs) were
also identified:







The capacity of the floor diaphragm in longitudinal tension on the west side of the grid B shear
wall in all floors above ground;
The capacity of the floor diaphragm in longitudinal tension located north and south of the main
lift and service ducts in all floors above ground;
The capacity of the floor diaphragm in tension on grids 6 and 7 between grids B-C and G-H at
the connection of the roof garden to the main first floor;
The capacity of the precast rib to precast floor beam connections;
The elevated linkway connecting the library building to the civic administration building;
The capacity of the precast spandrel panels on grids 2, 6, B and H.

The following secondary structural and non-structural aspects were considered in the assessment of
the seismic rating:


The stair structure is made of steel stringers and timber treads directly connected to the
adjacent concrete walls. The direct fixing details of the stringers appear brittle in nature and
therefore would not accommodate excessive deflection.

In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:



Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating
and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
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case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or seismic
rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend temporary propping or removal of the Link structure.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the condition
of the mechanical fixings.
The scope of works does not include a seismic assessment of non-structural items such a
mechanical plant or ceiling diaphragms. We would recommend a survey of these items be
conducted.
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Engineering Assessment Technical Summary
Building Information
Building name /
description

Napier Library Building

Street address

32 Station Street, Napier South, Napier 4110

Territorial authority

Napier City Council

No. of storeys

Five Storeys plus Basement

Area of Typical Floor
(approx.)

1000 m2

Year of design
(approx.)

1983

NZ Standard designed
to

NZS 4203:1976 Code of Practice for General Structural Design and Design Loadings for Buildings

Structural System
including Foundations

Rib & infill PC floor units spanning east-west between PC frames and perimeter shears walls. In
north-south direction, lateral load resisting system consists of limited ductile reinforced concrete
frames and perimeter shears walls. In the east-west direction, the lateral load resisting system
consists of ductile, centrally located shear walls. The building is founded on pad footings.

Key features of ground
profile and identified
geohazards

The ground profile is approximately level across the site and the building is well keyed in with a
2.7 m deep basement.

Previous
strengthening

None.

Heritage issues /
status

The Library building does not appear on the Art Deco inventory list linked to on the Napier City
Council website.

Other

Assessment Information
Consulting Practice

Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd.

CPEng Responsible

Guy Lethbridge – CPEng 232090.

Date / version of
drawings reviewed

Original construction plans: July 1983.

Geotechnical
reports(s)

Tonkin + Taylor Ltd, May 2017.

Date building
inspected

31 March 2017.

Previous assessment
reports

Initial Evaluation Procedure by Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd, Graeme Harrison
Consulting Engineers and Geoff Kell Consulting Engineers, dated 21/04/2009.

Other relevant
information

Summary of Engineering Assessment Methodology and Key Parameters Used
Occupancy type(s)
and importance level

Predominant occupancy types B, E. Secondary occupancy type C. E. IL3 (based on the
instruction that all post disaster facilities are relocated out of the building)

Site subsoil class

D

Summary of
assessment
methodology used

SLaMA Method in accordance with NZSEE Guidelines (Revised Draft - October 2016)
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Other relevant
information

Assessment Outcomes
Assessment status

Final

Assessed Seismic
Rating

15% (IL3)

Seismic Grade

E

For a DSA
Describe the
Governing critical
structural weakness
and likely mode of
failure
Comment on parts
identified and
assessed

Recommendations

Add additional
commentary only if
required

Floor diaphragm tension capacity between gird 4 west wall and grid H in all floors above ground
level. Excessive tension strain of topping steel reinforcing is likely to reduce PC rib seating length.
Loss of PC rib seating is likely to result in sudden loss of gravity load capacity and is therefore
deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.
Floor diaphragm, main lateral load resisting elements considering inelastic torsion, precast rib to
beam connection, precast spandrel support connections, elevated linkway connection to civic
administration building,
Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic
rating and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or
seismic rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering
recommends a minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend the removal or temporary propping of the link bridge.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would also recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the
condition of the mechanical fixings.
Conduct a survey of the non-structural items.
One mechanism for improving the strength of the building would be removing the library wing.
This would decrease the seismic load and potentially reduce the irregularity of the structure.
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Introduction
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Library Building at 32 Station Street, Napier
South, Napier. This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of
our quantitative seismic assessment.
The Napier Library Building is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Aerial Photograph showing the Library Building & Council Chambers

Scope of Assessment
The purpose of this Detailed Seismic Assessment is to establish the likely seismic rating of the Napier
Library Building and, if necessary propose conceptual seismic retrofit options to achieve a level of
seismic risk acceptable to the Napier City Council. Our scope of work includes:







A review of the available structural drawings obtained from Napier City Council;
A building inspection to confirm structural layout;
An evaluation of the overall seismic rating of the building based on the Simple Lateral
Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) methodology as described in The Seismic Assessment of
Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10
October 2016);
A commentary on the attributes of key building features such as stairs, exterior cladding
elements and the like, and their associated seismic risk;
A summary of the findings of our assessment and general recommendations for regarding
further actions.

Our assessment presents the seismic rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard,
typically referred to as %NBS.
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Regulatory Environment and Design Standards
Earthquake-Prone Buildings (EPBs) are defined under Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 as
buildings whose ultimate capacity will be exceeded in a moderate earthquake and would likely result
in injury, or death, or damage to any other property. A moderate earthquake is defined as
approximately one-third as strong as the earthquake shaking assumed in the design of a new building
when designed using the current version of AS/NZS 1170:2002.
Using Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Revised Draft – October 2016 (the Guidelines)
terminology, a building that fails to achieve 34% of New Building Standard (%NBS) is categorised as
Earthquake-Prone. The Guidelines also define a building achieving greater than 33%NBS, but less
than 67%NBS as Earthquake-Risk. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE)
recommend a minimum target strengthening level of 67%NBS.
The Building Act 2004 requires each Territorial Authority to publish a policy on how they propose to
deal with Earthquake-Prone Buildings, taking into account their area’s particular seismic, economic
and social conditions. Napier City Council’s Policy on Dangerous, Earthquake-Prone and Insanitary
Buildings (October 2013) requires that all buildings constructed prior to 1976 and meeting the criteria
set out in Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 (the Act) shall be identified as “Potentially EarthquakeProne”. Building owners are then required to provide a Detailed Seismic Assessment for the building
in question establishing the current seismic rating. Once a building has been confirmed as
Earthquake-Prone, strengthening work or demolition must be carried out within 10 years.
The Government, under the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) has recently
released guidance on the implementation of the changes to be implemented under the Building
(Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act, expected to become effective from 1 July 2017. The
Amendment Act aims to better target districts, buildings and parts of buildings that pose the greatest
risk based on knowledge gained from recent earthquakes, both here in New Zealand and overseas.
Under this Amendment Act, the east coast of the North Island, including Napier and the wider
Hawke’s Bay region is designated as a High seismic risk area. Based on this, Figure 2 below, from
MBIE defines the required assessment and remediation timeframes under the Amendment Act.

Figure 2: Time frames for identification and remediation of earthquake prone buildings under the Building Amendment
Act (effective July 2017)

It is proposed that “Priority” buildings be prescribed in the act as hospitals, emergency and education
facilities as well as those buildings with unreinforced masonry that could fall in an earthquake onto
routes with sufficient traffic to warrant making these buildings a priority. Local councils may also
define “Priority” buildings through public consultation.
It is important to recognise that the %NBS rating is largely concerned with structural strength, while
modern design standards also aim to impart a degree of resilience, or toughness, to a structure and
achieve satisfactory performance in smaller (serviceability level) earthquakes. Buildings designed in
accordance with the New Zealand Loading Standard (AS/NZS 1170:2002) and the relevant material
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design standards are expected to present a low risk of collapse, even when subject to seismic
shaking incrementally larger than that specified in the Loading Standard.
It is considered impractical and unaffordable to design every building to withstand the largest
earthquake imaginable. Consequently, when designing structures for natural hazards, the New
Zealand Loading Standard adopts a probabilistic approach that takes into account the exposure
hazard at a given location in conjunction with the building’s importance level. Thus, the Loading
Standard may be said to adopt a risk management approach in setting the loading levels that a given
building is required to withstand.
For normal use buildings (e.g. offices), the “design” earthquake load is set at the 1 in 500 year return
period seismic event. This scale of event has, approximately, a 10% probability of exceedance over
the assumed 50-year life of a building.

Explanatory Statement













This report has been prepared by SGL at the request of our Client and it is exclusively for our
Client’s use for the purpose for which it is intended in accordance with our agreed scope of
work. SGL accepts no responsibility or liability to any third party for any loss or damage
arising out of the use of, or reliance on, this report by that third party, or any party other than
our Client.
The inspections of the building discussed in this report have been undertaken to assist in the
structural assessment of the building structure for seismic loads only. This assessment does
not consider gravity or wind loading. Nor did we carry out a comprehensive survey of building
services or fire safety systems, building finishes, glazing systems or consider weather
tightness.
This assessment does not include an assessment of the buildings condition, non-structural
elements or any repairs that may be required.
SGL have not undertaken geotechnical, subsurface or slope stability assessments. However,
as part of this assessment Tonkin & Taylor Ltd have been engaged to provide geotechnical
advice and their report is attached in Appendix D.
SGL is not able to give any warranty or guarantee that all possible damage, defects,
conditions or qualities have been identified. The work completed by SGL and the advice
provided in this report is therefore given on a reasonable endeavours basis.
Except to the extent that SGL expressly indicates in this report, no assessment has been
made to determine whether or not the building complies with the Building Code, or any other
relevant codes, standards, guidelines, legislation etc.
This assessment is based on the information available to SGL at the time of our assessment
and assumes the construction drawings supplied are an accurate record of the building.
Further information may affect the results and conclusions of this assessment. The
information used to undertake our assessment is listed in the limitations and assumptions
section.
SGL has not considered any environmental matters and accepts no liability, whether in
contract, tort, or otherwise for any environmental issues discovered at a later date.
The basis of SGL’s advice and our responsibility to our Client is set out above and in the
terms of our engagement with our Client.
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Building Description
General
Summary information about the Napier City Council Library Building is presented in Table 1 below.
Further, more detailed, information used to carry out our assessment is listed in the Appendices.
Table 1: Summary of Building Information

Item
Building Name
Street Address

Age
Occupancy Type

Importance Level
Floor area
Number of Stories
Structural System

Foundation System
Stair System

Notable Features

Previous
Additions/Alterations
Construction Type

Likely Design Standards

Details
Napier City Council Library
Building
32 Station Street,
Napier South,
Napier 4110
34 years
Predominant occupancy types
B, E. Secondary occupancy
type C.
IL3
Approximately 8000 m2 total
5
Precast floor units spanning
between limited ductile
reinforced concrete frame and
perimeter shear walls in the
north-south direction. In the
east-west direction, two ductile,
centrally located shear walls
resist lateral load.
Reinforced concrete pads and
ground beams.
Steel stringers spanning
between concrete floor
landings.
Floor plan setback at first floor
- roof garden’ level. Torsionally
unrestrained wall layout.
Linkway structure between
Library and Civic Admin
Building
None.

Comments

Immediate action to release
the ground floor fixing.
Creates significant plan and
vertical irregularity.
Seismic Joints may not be able
to accommodate inter-storey
drift

Precast concrete floors and
frames. Insitu reinforced
concrete and masonry walls.
NZS 4203:1976
ACI 318-1972

Ground Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’
values obtained in this material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is
medium dense to very dense. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
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For further information, refer to the geotechnical report by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd in Appendix E.

Building Design
The Napier City Council Library Building was constructed circa 1983 and as such, the building would
likely have been designed in accordance with NZS 4203:1976 as well as adopting ACI 318:1972 as
the concrete materials standard of the day.
The first national loadings standard was published in 1935. Known as the Model Building Bylaws of
New Zealand, it was introduced following the Hawke’s Bay Earthquake, the standard was not
mandatory unless the local council of the day chose to implement them. This standard introduced the
idea of applying lateral force to buildings, however it was extremely rudimentary by today’s seismic
design standards. A later revision to the Bylaws in 1955 contained minor improvements to the seismic
design philosophy. The Bylaws treated all lateral load as a single pressure acting on a building.
In 1965, NZS1900 Chapter 8 was released and was a relatively significant step in the way buildings
were designed for lateral load response. In particular, Chapter 8 introduced the idea of regional
seismicity and its effect on dynamic response through the calculation of seismic coefficients and
therefore a variable seismic load depending on building location. In addition, Chapter 8 introduced
ductility requirements, but did not provide clear guidance on how to actually achieve ductile response.
Research in the New Zealand in the 1970’s led the world in terms of design and detailing of ductile
reinforced concrete structures to resist seismic loading and the results of this research lead to the
development of a new loadings standard NZS4203:1976.
Since the 1970’s there have been significant advancements in seismic design of new structures
based around capacity design and the introduction of ductility to structures. A structure designed to
behave in a ductile manner, based on modern design thinking, is expected to be able to undergo
relatively large displacements without collapse. This ability to undergo large displacement, as well as
considered detailing also allows the structure to dissipate energy and undergo repeated lateral
loading cycles without excessive strength degradation. Ductile buildings are considered to provide a
higher level of life safety performance in severe earthquakes compared to non-ductile buildings.
The Napier City Council Library Building is irregular both horizontally and vertically. The roof garden
creates vertical mass and horizontal plan irregularities. The wall layout is torsionally unrestrained. The
precast ribs have 40 mm seating length.

Structural Systems
The key structural systems for the Napier Library Building are detailed below.

Lateral Load Resisting Structure
The Lateral Load Resisting System in the transverse (North-South) direction is a dual wall-frame
system comprised of reinforced concrete shear walls at each end of the building, combined with
reinforced concrete frames in the main building. In the longitudinal (East-West) direction, the Lateral
Load Resisting System is a pair of ductile reinforced concrete shear walls located centrally within the
building on the same grid line.
The longitudinal walls are 6.5m long by 600mm thick above ground. The transverse walls are typically
7.7m long x 400 - 450mm thick. The reinforced concrete frames typically feature approximately 6.0m
long by 0.6m deep by 0.4m thick beams spanning between columns. The interior columns have a
450mm x 500mm cross section. The exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section. At roof
level, the reinforced concrete columns cantilever up to the lighter, steel roof framing.
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Primary Gravity Structure
The primary gravity load resisting system is comprised of a precast rib and infill floor system spanning
East-West on to precast reinforced concrete frames spanning North-South in the transverse direction.
The beams have clear spans between 4.85m and 6.95m and are supported by reinforced concrete
columns and walls. Interior columns typically have a 450mm x 500mm cross section, while the
exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section.
The gravity loads are transferred by the columns and walls down to pad footing foundations at
basement floor level. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below ground under the main
building and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.
The main office building has a steel trussed roof structure supporting steel purlins.

Stairs
The steel framed stair system is ductile in nature however the connection detailing between the
stringers and concrete beams appear brittle in nature and unable to accommodate excessive interstorey drift. We recommend short term remedial works be commenced immediately.
Foundations
The Library Building is founded on reinforced concrete pad footings connected by reinforced concrete
foundation beams under the basement floor. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below
ground under the main building and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.
The basement under the main building has perimeter walls supporting a 250mm thick ground floor
slab. The ground floor slab acts with the basement perimeter walls and the basement slab to provide
base fixity to the longitudinal shear walls. The transverse shear walls are located on the transverse
basement perimeter walls.

Previous Alterations
None.

Notable Structural Features
Based on NZS 1170.5, the Library Building is considered vertically irregular due to the roof garden at
first floor level reducing the overall plan area dimension in the North-South direction by approximately
40%. In addition, this also creates a weight irregularity as the 1st floor seismic weight is at least 150%
of the 2nd floor seismic weight.
This setback of the structure creates significant eccentricity when considering the location of the
center of mass at 1st floor level compared to the center of lateral resistance in the East-West direction.
This eccentricity is likely to increase demands on the transverse shear walls due to torsion. A minor
stiffness and strength eccentricity for loading in the transverse direction is created by the asymmetric
location of the lift well RC block walls and the frame on grid A.
In the longitudinal direction, the entire lateral load resisting system consists of two centrally located,
reinforced concrete shear walls. The walls have no lever arm between them and therefore provide no
torsional resistance. The structure is therefore torsionally unrestrained.
As all lateral load resisting structure in the east-west direction is located centrally within the building,
the diaphragms formed by each floor level must transfer a significant load to relatively short portions
of wall. This puts large compression and tension stresses into the floor topping, with connection to
both shear walls being crucial in order to transfer load adequately.
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Figure 3: First Floor Plan indicating asymmetric layout of structure

The library extension on the ground and first floor demonstrates the vertical irregularity.

Figure 4: East Elevation showing vertical irregularity
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Assessment Methodology
A Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Napier City Council Library Building has been carried out
based on the Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) method as detailed The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016). This method is discussed in full within the Guideline and summarised for information
below.
The Guideline recommends the use of the SLaMA method as the basis for all seismic assessment, with
additional more complex analysis techniques adopted for more complex structures if required.

Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA)
The Guideline recognises that there are significant limitations and uncertainties in all analysis
techniques. The Guideline therefore recommends non-linear analysis using simple assessment
procedures, in particular SLaMA, as it is believed that this method provides the best balance between
the uncertainties in input parameters and inherent uncertainty in these simpler analysis techniques.
The SLaMA method is a simplified technique for determining the probabilistic inelastic deformation
mechanisms and their associated lateral strength and displacement capacity. The method allows the
engineer to determine the global non-linear pushover curve (i.e. structural capacity) of the building by
summing simplified individual elemental curves.
For most low- to mid-rise buildings, a simplified analysis technique such as SLaMA may be the only
analysis technique required as more complex computer analysis is unlikely to provide any additional
insight. For more complex or irregular structure, SLaMA should be adopted as an initial assessment
method to inform the next level of analysis.
In carrying out a SLaMA assessment, the engineer defines a single-mass model of the structure in each
of the two principal directions in which the main lateral load resisting elements are aligned. A non-linear
force-deformation relationship is then defined in order to approximate the building’s likely seismic
response. Once these models are defined, the global structure force-displacement response curves are
developed by combining elemental force-displacement curves. This global structural capacity spectrum
is then superimposed over the site’s design/demand spectrum to determine the buildings likely seismic
rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard (%NBS).
The DSA guidelines allow the effect of ductility on the demand spectrum to be represented by equivalent
viscous damping. The demand spectrum can be reduced by the level of viscous damping associated
with the ductility capacity of the structure. This ductility is determined from the centre-of-mass roof
displacement corresponding to the structural element identified as the Critical Structural Weakness
reaching its ultimate capacity.
The SLaMA method typically defines single-mass models considering only translational degrees of
freedom, meaning that it generally only accounts for displacements in each of the two principal
directions parallel to the applied force. The effects of torsional in-plan rotations on the capacity of the
structure are not particularly well considered and must therefore be accounted for by carrying out
additional analyses using alternative assessment methods. It should be noted that inelastic torsion can
lead to peak forces and deformations with significantly different magnitudes and spatial distributions to
the elastic forces and deformations estimated using simplified, translational methods.
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Limitations and Assumptions
As with any assessment method, a number of assumptions must be made in order to assess the
performance of a structure under seismic loading. For our assessment, the key assumptions are
noted in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Assumptions used during Detailed Seismic Assessment

Design Parameter
Date of Building Design
Soil Type

Assumption
1982-1983
D – Soft Soil

Justification
Construction Drawing are dated 1983.

Building Importance Level

3

Ductility capacity of frames
and walls

µ=3

Data obtained from geotechnical
investigations on site by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd.
Based on the building’s use as a territorial
authority library headquarters, the importance
level is designated at 3. The client has
confirmed no post disaster functions are
undertaken within the building.
Transverse direction

µ=4

Longitudinal direction

The information we have used to carry out our assessment includes:







Exterior and interior site inspection, which confirmed the nature of the building and the
relationship to the surrounding buildings (refer to photos in Appendix A)
Details of previous assessments (refer to Appendix B)
Construction drawings and technical specifications (refer to Appendix C)
Site specific geotechnical investigations (refer to Appendix E) were conducted on this site.
Ferro-scanning investigations (refer to Appendix F) were conducted to confirm the connection
details shown on the construction plans between the floor slabs and the interior columns.
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Assessment Results and Seismic Rating
Building Seismic Rating
The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate that the building achieves an overall seismic
rating of 15% NBS (IL3). This corresponds to a Grade E building as defined by the New Zealand
Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) building grading scheme. This is less than the minimum
threshold for Earthquake-Prone buildings (i.e. <34%NBS).
Table 3 below, summarises the evaluated seismic rating for each individual structural system in each
loading direction.
Table 3: Elemental Seismic Ration (%NBS) for the Library Building

Structural element
Floors 1-4 diaphragm east of
grid H wall
1st Floor diaphragm grids 6 and
7 between grids B-C and G-H
Floors 1-4 diaphragm west of
grid B wall
1st Floor diaphragm north of
south of lift and service wells
Precast rib to precast beam
connection
Elevated Linkway
Precast spandrel support
connections

Direction

Seismic Rating
(%NBS (IL3))

Longitudinal load

15

Longitudinal load

20

Transverse load

25

Longitudinal load

25

Longitudinal load

70

Transverse

39

Both

50

Comments

Based on the above, the overall building seismic rating is governed by the performance of the 1st floor
diaphragm. This constitutes the building’s Critical Structural Weakness. The diaphragm lacks tension
strength in this region required to transfer the seismic floor forces into the western grid 4 shear wall.
Table 4 below compares the seismic rating with the relative risk of collapse compared to a new
building. For information, a new building, designed in accordance with AS/NZS1170:2002 and modern
materials standards would have a low probability of collapse in a 1-in-500-year return period
earthquake.
Table 4: Relative Seismic Risk Compared to a New Building

Building Grade

Percentage of New
Building Strength
(%NBS)

A+
A
B
C
D
E

>100
80-100
67-80
33-67
20-33
<20

Relative Risk
(Approximate)
Compared to a New
Building
<1 time
1-2 times
2-5 times
5-10 times
10-25 times
>25 times

Risk Description
Low
Low
Low or Medium
Medium
High
Very High

As noted above, the Napier City Council Library Building is considered a Grade E building and
therefore presents a Very High risk to occupants relative to a new building.
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Severe Structural Weaknesses
A Severe Structural Weakness (SSW) is defined as a structural weakness that is potentially
associated with catastrophic collapse of the structure leading to high fatality rates for building
occupants and little or no chance of escape from the building following an earthquake. The seismic
capacity of a SSW may not be reliably assessed based on current engineering knowledge.
Experience from past earthquakes suggests that SSWs are typically limited to a relatively small
number of mechanisms and as such, the Guideline aims to define SSWs that require evaluation as
part of any DSA. The Guideline then takes a conservative approach to assessment by evaluating the
probable capacity of a structural system incorporating a defined SSW and then applies a safety factor
of 0.5 to further reduce the seismic rating of that element.
During our seismic assessment, we identified the following SSWs as being present in the Library
Building:






Non-ductile connections of stairs to structure;
Floor diaphragm without redundant load paths;
PC rib to PC floor beam connection;
The spandrel to column connections;
Linkway seismic joint displacement capacity

Secondary Risks
Risks from Adjacent Buildings
The Library Building is approximately 15-20 m away from the neighbouring buildings on the north,
south and west sides. However, at the 3rd and 4th floors, an approximately 10 m long elevated
pedestrian linkway bridge connects this building to the Civic Administration Building on the east side.
The linkway is attached to the Library Building with a 120mm seismic gap at the Civic Building end.
Our assessment suggests that relative displacements between the two buildings in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions are likely to exceed the available seismic gap leading to
potential pounding damage and/or loss of seating and subsequent failure of the linkway bridge.
Failure of the linkway may present a significant life safety hazard if seating was lost.

Risk of Soil Failure, Liquefaction and Lateral Spreading
The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to liquefaction. The impact of
geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for determination of the
building’s %NBS rating.

Staircases and Safe Egress Following an Earthquake
The Department of Building and Housing, now MBIE, issued Practice Advisory 13 in response to
concerns about stair collapse and damage observed following the February 2011 Christchurch
earthquake. The primary focus of this Practice Advisory concerned stairs designed to be able to slide
at one end, and the potential for large inter-storey displacements to lead to a loss of seating at the
sliding end causing a collapse of the stair.
The stair structure is made of steel stringers and timber treads directly connected to the adjacent
concrete walls. The direct fixing details appear brittle in nature and therefore do not allow for
excessive deflection.

Risk Presented by Non-structural Building Elements
Recent experiences in Wellington following the Seddon and Kaikoura earthquakes have shown that
non-structural building elements such as glazing, suspended ceilings, partitions and overhead
services (i.e. HVAC, sprinkler pipes etc) constitute a significant hazard to building occupants and
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typically contribute heavily to shut-down time and repair cost. An assessment of the non-structural
items within the building is not included in the scope of works of this report. We recommend a survey
of the non-structural items be conducted by a suitably qualified person.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd (SGL) have completed a Detailed Seismic Assessment of the
Napier City Council Library Building at 231 Hastings Street, Napier. The seismic assessment has been
carried out using the Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMA) method as defined in The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016).
Our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicates that the building has an overall seismic rating of 15 %NBS
(IL3), limited by the floor diaphragm tension capacity in the first floor east of the grid H shear wall. This
seismic rating corresponds to a building Grade E as defined by the New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering (NZSEE). A building of this grade presents a very high risk to building occupants relative
to a new building designed in accordance with current loading and material standards.
The capacity of the floor diaphragm between grids G and H and 3 and 5 capacity represents the Critical
Structural Weakness for the building. If this element was strengthened, then the overall seismic rating
for the building would improve to 20% NBS (IL3), governed by the 1st Floor diaphragm at grids 6 and 7
between grids B-C and G-H.
In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:








Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating
and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or seismic
rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend the removal or temporary propping of the link bridge.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would also recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the
condition of the mechanical fixings.
Conduct a survey of the non-structural items.
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Appendix A - Photos

Photo 1. South West elevation

Photo 2. West elevation
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Photo 3. Main entrance

Linkway

Photo 4. Elevated linkway
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Appendix B – Previous Assessments
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Appendix C – List of Drawings
The following drawings, entitled Napier City Council Library Building prepared by Powell and Fenwick
Consulting Engineers have been used in our assessment.
Drawing
Number
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49

Drawing Name
Basement Plan Lines A – E
Basement Plan Lines E – H
Basement Tie Beam Line 4
Lift Pit Adjacent Line C
Shear Walls Line 4
Basement Shear Wall Line B
Basement Shear Wall Line h
Foundation Details
Foundation Details
East & West Stair Basement Details
Basment Wall Lines 2 & 6
Foundation Details Lift Shaft Line 6
Ground Floor Plan Lines A - E
Ground Floor Plan Lines E – H
Ground Floor Tie Beams Line 4
Foundations Lines 1 & 6 – 9
Ground Floor Lines 1 – 2 & 6 – 9
First Floor and Roof Garden Plan
2nd, 3rd, 4th and Plant Room Floor Plans
Floor Edge Details
Precast Beam Elevations
Precast Beam, Columns – Line H Stair Frame
Precast Beams - Top Steel
Column Sections
Frame Line A
Frame Line b
Frame Line C, D, E, F, G
Frame Line H
Beam/Column Joints
Beam/Column Joints
Lift Shaft Line C, Block Walls
Lift Shaft Line C, Section and Slabs
Lift and Stairs Line 6
Link Details
Link Details
Precast Panels – Key
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Stair Steelwork Near Line B
Stair Steelwork Near Line H
Roof Plan
Roof Sections (West)
Roof Sections (East)
Roof Truss Details
Roof Details – Level 1

Date
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
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Appendix D - Calculations
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Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis
Step 1. Identify potential Severe Structural Weaknesses
(SSWs).
Structural configuration and lateral load paths:
The 5 storey 1980s RC wall – frame building has a 3.35m typical storey height with a 3.5 m tall
ground storey and a 2.7m tall basement. The structure is comprised of a 5 storey main office
building, approximately 42m by 24m in plan, laid out on a 6m square grid, with a roof garden
protruding approximately 18m from the north side at 1st floor level. The 5 storey part has a steel
trussed roof structure supporting steel purlins. A plant room sits above the lift well at the east end
where the roof height peaks at 22.08m above ground level.
The library building has two full height stair wells, one full height lift well and one partial height lift
well located between grids E, F, 6 and 7 extending from basement to 1st floor. The full height lift well
is formed by reinforced concrete block masonry walls.
The building has an elevated linkway connecting to the adjacent Napier City Council civic
administration building at the 2nd and 3rd floor levels.
The Lateral Load Resisting System is comprised of two RC walls in the EW direction and a dual RC
wall – frame system in the NS direction. The EW walls are 6500mm long and 600mm thick above
ground (800mm below). The East NS wall is 7700mm x 450mm. Whereas the West NS wall has an L
shaped cross section 7700mm long, 400mm thick with a 1700mm long leg at the north end. The
300mm thick ground floor slab produces a coupling action with the basement floor slab which
provides some rotational base restraint to the main walls.

Gravity loads paths:
The gravity load resisting system is comprised of a precast RC rib and infill floor system spanning one
way (EW), on to precast RC floor beams. The 600mm deep beams, which all run NS, have clear spans
between 4850mm and 6950mm and are supported by RC columns and walls. The interior columns
have a 450mm x 500mm cross section. The exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section.
The gravity loads are transferred by the columns and walls down to pad footing foundations at
basement floor level. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below ground under the 5
storey part, and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.

Structural irregularity
The library is irregular according to NSZ 1170.5. The most obvious irregularity is the vertical
geometric irregularity consisting of the 40% reduction in overall floor plan dimension in the NS
direction created by the roof garden at first floor level. This setback reduces the floor plan area by
approximately 30%. This produces a weight irregularity as the 1st storey seismic weight is at least
150% of the 2nd storey seismic weight.
This setback also creates a significant eccentricity of approximately 4.5m between the center of
mass at 1st floor level and the center of lateral resistance in the EW direction which lies on grid 4.
This eccentricity is likely to increase demands on the NS R shear walls due to torsion. Additionally, a
minor stiffness and strength eccentricity for response in the NS direction is created by the
asymmetric location of the lift well RC block walls and the frame on grid A.
The layout of the RC walls forms an I shape in-plan. The entire lateral load resisting system in the EW
direction appears to consist of the two RC walls already described. Both of these walls lie on the
same grid line on the center of the floor plan of the 5 storey part. As the walls have no lever arm
between them, they provide no torsional resistance. The lateral load resisting system is therefore
torsionally unrestrained.
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Considering the relatively high amounts of transverse reinforcing provided, ductile flexural response
can be expected from the walls. Were a ductile flexural mechanism to develop, then due to the
eccentricities described above, the west NS wall is likely to yield first. As the EW walls contribute no
torsional resistance, yielding of the NS walls would reduce total torsional resistance significantly, to a
small fraction of its elastic value. Inelastic torsional displacements are therefore likely to be
significant.
The column with the largest strain demand is likely to produce a significant life safety hazard first.
Candidate columns would include those located furthest from the center of resistance, which is
located near grid E4. This suggests the columns on grids 9 (possibly G9) and/or H (possibly H2) may
prove critical. Other candidate columns include the exterior columns on grids 2 and 6 subject to
tension during ground shaking.
A portion of the inertial floors loads are transferred into the walls by steel reinforcing. The tension
capacity of these connections is crucial for the seismic performance of the building.

Key structural elements:
The key structural elements include the precast RC rib and infill floor system, frames, walls, ground
floor slab and pad footings and the connections between them all.

Potential Structural Weaknesses (SWs) and Severe Structural Weaknesses
(SSWs):
The following potential structural weaknesses are listed in section C5.3 of the DSA guidelines for RC
buildings based on observed seismic performance and extensive testing.
1. Inadequate transverse reinforcement for shear and confinement in potential plastic hinge
regions.
2. Insufficient transverse reinforcement in beam-column joint core regions.
3. Insufficient and inadequate detailing of column longitudinal and transverse reinforcement (90
stirrup hooks instead of 135).
4. Inadequate anchorage detailing in general, for both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.
5. Insufficient lap splices of column reinforcement just above the floor or at the foundation level.
6. Insufficient shear, anti-buckling and confining/restraining reinforcement in walls.
7. Insufficient longitudinal reinforcement ratio in walls, combined with higher than expected
tensile strength in the concrete, leading to single crack opening when compared to a spread
plastic hinge, resulting in failure in tension of the rebars.
8. Inadequate capacity of the foundations to account for overturning moment caused by lateral
loading.
9. Lower quality of materials (concrete and steel) when compared to current practice; in
particular:
a. use of low grade plain round (smooth) bars for both longitudinal (until the mid-1960s) and
transverse reinforcement.
b. low-strength concrete (below 20-25 MPa, and, in extreme cases, below 10 MPa).
10. Potential brittle failure mechanisms at both local and global level due to interaction with
spandrel beams, masonry infills, façades causing shear failure in columns (due to short/captive
column effects) and/or potential soft-storey mechanisms.
11. Lack of (horizontal and vertical) displacement compatibility considerations between the lateral
load resisting systems (either frames, walls or a combination of these), the floor-diaphragms
and gravity load bearing systems (e.g. non-ductile columns with limited confinement details and
drift capacity).
12. Inadequate design of diaphragm actions and connection detailing.
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13. Inadequate protection against punching shear between columns and flat-slab connections.
14. Plan and vertical irregularity, resulting in unexpected amplification and concentration of
demands on beams, walls and columns.
15. Limited and inadequate consideration of bidirectional loading effect on critical structural
elements (e.g. columns, walls, or beam-column joints).
16. Lack of, or inadequate consideration of, capacity design principles.
SSWs 11, 12, 14 – 16 are relevant for this assessment.
Additionally, as the building has only two walls in each direction, and in the EW direction both walls
lie on the same grid line providing only one line of lateral load resistance, the lateral load resisting
system lacks load path redundancy. This combined with strength and mass eccentricity, is likely to
reduce the capacity of the building due to inelastic torsion demands.
The precast floor ribs may have inadequate seating length. Failure of the connection between the
precast ribs and the supporting precast floor beams would probably lead to rapid loss of gravity
support to the affected floor area. This would create a significant life safety hazard.
Appendix C2G of the guidelines requires that the assessed capacity of certain elements is taken as
half the capacity determined according to section C5. These elements include non-ductile RC column
susceptible to axial-shear failure, non-ductile shear walls without redundancy, flat slab floor system
susceptible to punching shear failure, diaphragm without redundant load path, loss of support due
to complex slope failure and poorly tied together multi-storey URM structure on liquefiable ground.
Of these, the fourth (diaphragm without redundant load path) requires attention in assessing the
Napier library building.
In light of the above, the following issues and structural elements are focused on in this assessment:
1. Shear wall capacities considering inelastic torsion
2. Floor diaphragm
3. PC rib to PC beam connections
4. The elevated linkway to the civic administration building
5. Precast facade spandrel to column connections

Step 2. Calculate the probable element capacities.
Material properties:
Concrete:
Lower bound concrete strength values are taken as those indicated on the plans:
Lower bound compressive strength = 25 MPa for the beams and columns except 30 MPa in
basement and 30 MPa for walls (from notes on S22 and S26).
Probable compressive strength = 35 MPa for the beams and columns except 42 MPa in basement
and 42 MPa for walls.
The nonlinear concrete constitutive model recommended in the DSA guidelines was used for the
section analysis of the RC elements. The concrete was assumed to spall at a compression strain of
0.004. This was taken as the Ultimate Limit State strain for unconfined concrete. A zero-tension
strength was assumed.
Steel:
Following Table C5D.3, probable yield strengths were taken from original design calculations and
building plans for the RC walls as 380 MPa and for the beams and columns as 275 MPa (form notes
on Sheet 22 and Sheet 26) except where reinforcing was noted as ‘H’ on the drawings, in which case
a probable yield stress of 380 MPa was assumed.
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Priestley et al (2007) note typical ratios of ultimate to yield stress between 1.35-1.5. The probable
ultimate stress for G275 was taken as the lesser of the average of the values noted in Table C5D.3
(450 MPa) and 1.5 times the probable yield stress. The later value governed, so the probable
ultimate stress was taken as 413 MPa. Table C5D.3 notes an ultimate strength of >570 MPa for G380
which is 1.5 times 380 MPa. The probable ultimate stress for G380 was therefore taken 570 MPa.
The nonlinear steel constitutive model recommended in Priestley et al was utilized. The yield strains
were taken as the probable yield stresses divided by a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa. Following
Priestley et al (2007) steel strain hardening was assumed to begin at a strain of 0.008, and peak at an
ultimate steel strain of εsu= 0.1. 0.06 (0.6εsu) was taken as the steel limit strain for the ultimate limit
state capacity.

Probable Element Capacities:
RC walls
The RC walls are generally well reinforced and were assessed as capable of developing ductile
flexural failure mechanisms in the lower storeys. Based on soil stiffness and bearing strength values
provided in the geotechnical report, wall base rotations due to foundation compliance were
assessed as negligible.
Base plastic rotation capacities (just above the ground floor) were assessed as ranging from 0.014
radians to 0.017 radians. These values corresponded to wall roof displacements, including elastic
deformations, ranging from 290 mm for the grid H wall and 320 mm for the grid B wall to 350 mm
for the EW direction walls on grid 4.
Figures 1 - 5 show the base shear versus roof displacement response for the main shear walls. Their
ultimate displacement capacities were taken as the smaller of those corresponding to a longitudinal
steel tension strain of 0.06 and an ultimate concrete compression strain determined considering the
confinement provided by the transverse reinforcing according to the nonlinear constitutive model in
the DSA guidelines.
Grid 4 East wall:
Location
Base

Mp
72613

Mo
79524

Vp
16860

Vres

V* Mp
13032

6445

V* Mo
7058

Figure 1. Grid 4 East wall
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Grid 4 West wall:
Location
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Figure 2. Grid 4 West wall
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Figure 3. Grid B wall
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Grid H wall, southwards displacement:
Location
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Figure 4. Grid H wall: Southward displacement
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Grid H wall, southwards displacement:
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Figure 5. Grid H wall: Northward displacement
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Roof displacements at nominal yield and ultimate capacities, as well as displacement ductility
capacities are shown in table 1.
Table 1.
Wall
Yield displacement
Ultimate displacement Ductility capacity
Grid 4 East wall
65
350
5.4
Grid 4 West wall
65
350
5.4
Grid B wall
55
320
5.8
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Grid H wall:
Northward response
Grid H wall:
Southward response

55

300

5.5

55

285

5.2

Floor diaphragms
The capacities of the floor diaphragms were assessed using the strut and tie method. Strut and tie
models were defined, one for the first floor, and one representing floors 2 – 4. See attached hand
calculations p. G14.
Step 1. Determine geometric properties of diaphragm elements
The geometry of the models including support locations is shown in Figures 5 & 6:
A basic tie spacing of 6m meters was chosen to coincide with the frame beams which act as
diaphragm elements. A smaller grid spacing was used around some openings and near the walls.

Figure 5: Strut and Tie geometry for 1st floor
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Figure 6: Strut and Tie geometry for floors 2–4

Step 2. Identify areas of potential damage
The floor system is PC rib and infill on PC beams in one way RC frames. The PC ribs span EW and the
PC beams span NS. The topping was taken from the construction plans and original calculations as
90mm thick. From the ferroscanning test results, the topping was assumed to be reinforced with 8
mm diameter bars at 150 mm centers each way.
The floors have no beams running EW. Therefore, the topping mesh provides the sole load path for
tension forces in the EW direction. From the plans and the ferroscanning test results, D10 starter
bars at 300 mm centers were assumed to lap 400 mm with the topping mesh (refer to drawing
sheets S-19 for starter diameters and spacing and S-21 for indicative lap lengths).
Areas identified as likely to suffer damage included the areas adjacent to the walls and, for the first
floor, the connections between the main floor slab and the roof garden slab. Areas of particular
concern included ties perpendicular to the walls away from floor beams and ties around the lift and
service shafts.
Step 3. Calculate probable capacities
See attached calculations for loading in each direction (North, South, East and West) for the 1st floor,
and the floors above for selected diaphragm elements in the areas defined in step 2.
Step 4. Calculate seismic demand
Floor loads were determined using the pESA procedure in the guidelines. Overstrength factors
relating to the wall displacement capacities were 1.51 in the NS direction and 1.1 in the EW
direction. The overstrength base shear capacities were 29,295 kN in the NS direction (not reduced
for torsion) and 14,205 kN in the EW direction. The PGA was computed as 0.56g = 5.5 m/s2. The floor
forces associated with this PGA equal the seismic mass of each floor multiplied by the PGA. The PGA
forces governed the floor loads in the 1st and 2nd floors for loading in the transverse (NS) direction
and in all levels except the roof for longitudinal (EW) loading.
For the purposes of computing the floor forces, the capacity spectrum method was employed to
estimate probable spectral displacements in each direction. These were used to define the ductility
demands in each direction. These values were used to compute the ESA floor forces shown in tables
3 & 4.
Key force values in the determination of the floor loads are presented in tables 3 & 4 for the NS and
EW direction respectively.
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Table 3
NS direction:
Level
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
4th floor
Roof

ESA forces
3438 kN
5268 kN
7844 kN
10339 kN
8935 kN

Scaled to Vo/s
2811 kN
4308 kN
6414 kN
8455 kN
7307 kN

Env(Vo/s, PGA)
7222 kN
5654 kN
6414 kN
8455 kN
7307 kN

Final floor loads
8670 kN
6780 kN
7700 kN
10150 kN
8755 kN

Table 4
EW direction:
Level
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
4th floor
Roof

ESA forces
756 kN
1158 kN
1725 kN
2273 kN
1966 kN

Scaled to Vo/s
1365 kN
2090 kN
3113 kN
4102 kN
3544 kN

Env(Vo/s, PGA)
7222 kN
5651 kN
5651 kN
5605 kN
3544 kN

Final floor loads
8670 kN
6780 kN
6780 kN
6730 kN
4260 kN

Step 5. Capacity – to – demand check of diaphragm elements
The pESA floor loads were applied to the strut and tie models at column and wall nodes and some
nodes in between as shown in the attached calculations. The floor load was distributed
approximately in proportion to node tributary seismic weight. %NBS (IL3) ratings were computed for
selected struts and ties in the areas of potential damage.
The lowest rating was 15 %NBS (IL3) for the first floor tie element aligned in the longitudinal (EW)
direction located between the western shear wall on grid 4 and grid H for loading in the eastward
direction. A host of other diaphragm elements were rated below 33 %NBS (IL3) including:
- the tie elements on grids B6-C6, G6-H6 and B6-C7, G7-H7 at first floor level at the connection of the
roof garden to the main first floor
- the tie elements aligned in the longitudinal direction (EW) located north and south of the lift shaft
and service duct.
- the tie elements between the grid B shear wall and the lift shaft.
PC rib to PC beam connection
The PC ribs generally have 40 mm total seating length at each end. The bearing length was reduced
to 8 mm due to the probable seismic interstorey drift demands in the upper storeys. The PC rib to
beam connections were therefore rated at 70 %NBS (IL3). See attached hand calculations p. G72.
Linkway to Civic administration building
The linkway was assessed by comparing the clearance built into the seismic joints minus the
expected displacements of the civic administration building with the probable displacements of the
library building. The linkway is connected rigidly to the library building and is supported vertically by
cantilever props from the civic administration building. The floor prop connections feature smooth
bearing pads which allow 120 mm horizontal displacement towards and parallel to, and 170mm
away from the civic administration building. The roof prop connections allow 120 mm displacement
towards and away from, and 200 mm parallel to the civic administration building.
Displacement demands of the two buildings were determined using the capacity spectrum method
for 100 %NBS (IL3) seismic loading assuming ductile response is achieved by both buildings. See
attached hand calculations p. G77.
The linkway was rated at 39 %NBS (IL3) for longitudinal (EW) response towards and away from the
civic administration building, and 48 %NBS (IL3) for transverse (NS) response parallel to the civic
administration building west perimeter frame. These ratings are considered conservative given that
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the displacement demands were taken from the performance points assuming ductile response was
achieved.
As can be seen in the ADRS plot for the transverse direction in figure 10 in step 6 below, the linkway
is expected to fail before the library yields assuming ductile response of the civic administration
building to 100 %NBS (IL3) loading. This rating could possibly be refined upward by iterating
displacement demands of both buildings away from the assumption of ductile response to establish
the %NBS (IL3) loading at which the net displacement capacity of the linkway equals the library
demand.
Spandrel to column connections
The facade spandrels are generally bolted to steel cleats which are bolted to the exterior columns by
TCM16 and TCM20 threaded inserts. Section 8 of NZS 1170.5:2004 was used to determine the load
on these connections. The connection was rated by comparing the load to the computed capacities.
See attached calculations. The connections were rated at 50 %NBS (IL3). See attached hand
calculations p. G83.

Step 3. Determine probable inelastic behaviour of elements.
The beam column joints are relatively well detailed, apparently using capacity design principles.
Strength hierarchies were computed for a representative beam – column joint at first floor level at
grid E5 (refer to attached calculations). Based on this analysis, the expected sequence of failure was
beam flexure followed by column flexure. Beam ductile flexural failure is not considered to create a
significant life safety hazard. However, exceedance of column ultimate flexural deformation capacity
was deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.

Step 4. Assess the sub-system inelastic mechanisms.
Modeling
A 3D model of the structure was built in the ETABS analysis program. The mode shapes were
computed for definition of the pushover lateral load distribution. A 2D plane-frame model of the
frames only (walls with pinned bases) was also defined in the ETABS analysis program. Pushover
analyses were carried out on the 2D model to quantify the base shear versus roof displacement
response of the frame elements.
Two lateral load distributions were used. One proportional to the total seismic storey masses and a
second proportional to the product of the seismic storey masses and the first translational mode
shape (computed from the 3D model) in the direction of the pushover loads. The latter load
distribution was found to generally yield slightly lower displacement capacities. The assessment was
therefore based on this load distribution.
Line elements with lumped plasticity were used to model the beams, columns and walls. Potential
plastic hinges were defined at each end of each line element from the nonlinear moment-curvature
section analyses carried out for step 2.

Pushover curve
The resulting pushover curve is shown in Figure 7. Shown under this pushover curve is the expected
plastic hinge distribution corresponding to the first column reaching its ultimate capacity.
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Figure 7: Pushover curve for frames
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Figure 8: Plastic hinging for frames
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Expected failure mechanisms:
As can be seen from Figure 9, a ductile beam sway collapse mechanism is expected to form. The 2nd
storey exterior column on grid D6 reached its ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of 250 mm.
This corresponds to an average interstorey drift of 1.5%, and exceeds the expected performance
point of 220 mm peak roof displacement. Note that this 2D pushover analysis assumes that all
frames displacement by the same amount. However, due to the mass, stiffness and strength
eccentricities present in the structure, this is unlikely to occur in reality. The building is likely to
rotate in plan. This was accounted for by conducting a 3D pushover analysis including a center-ofmass location offset of 10% of the longitudinal building dimension. The findings are presented in
step 6 regarding the critical column location and displacement.

Step 5. Form a view of the potential governing mechanism for
the global building.
Several potential severe structural weaknesses were identified in step 1. These included:
1. The floor diaphragms:
The floor diaphragms were force controlled. The lowest rating was 15 %NBS (IL3) for
the first floor tie element aligned in the longitudinal direction located west of the
western shear wall on grid 4 for loading in the eastward direction.
2. The PC rib to PC floor beam connections:
The PC rib to PC floor beam connections were rated at 70 %NBS (IL3).
3. The elevated linkway to the civic administration building:
The linkway was rated at 40 %NBS (IL3) for longitudinal (EW) response and 50 %NBS
(IL3) for transverse (NS) response.
4. The spandrel to column connections:
The spandrel to column connections were rated at 50 %NBS (IL3).
The floor diaphragm capacity governs the building’s global capacity in the both directions.

Step 6. Determine %NBS rating.
Torsion
A 3D pushover analysis was also performed to conservatively assess the torsional displacements. The
exterior column H6 exceeded its ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of 160 mm. As this
corresponds to a global ductility of approximately 2, method B was deemed appropriate for
assessing torsional effects for loading in the EW direction and method C was selected for loading in
the NS direction. Both methods required reductions in the base shear capacities of the NS walls.
Neither lead to capacity reductions for the EW walls. See the attached calculation. Torsion
considerations for loading in the NS governed.
Consideration of inelastic torsion using method C required a 73% reduction in base shear capacity of
the wall on grid B and all frames. This capacity reduction resulted in an increased displacement
demand in the transverse (NS) direction.
From the 3D pushover analysis, it was found that the exterior columns on grids H2 and H7 exceeded
their ultimate capacities at a center-of-mass roof displacement of 160mm. These columns were
rated at 87% NBS (IL3).
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Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum
Bilinear approximations of the multi-degree of freedom (MDF) global pushover curves were
transformed into equivalent single-degree of freedom (SDF) system curves using the displacement
profile of the first mode shape in each direction. These SDF curves are presented in Acceleration
Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS) format. This allows easy comparison with 100% NBS (IL3)
demand curves for various displacement ductility demands presented shown in figures 9 & 10.
The site subsoil was deemed to be Class D by the geotechnical report (Appendix D). The September
2016 amendment to NZS 1170.5 allows the D class spectrum to be reduced by interpolation
between classes C and D for site periods > 0.6 s. The geotechnical investigations determined that the
site period is approximately 1 s. For the computed fundamental periods of free translational
vibration, this allowed a reduction to the spectral acceleration demand of approximately 15%.
Roof displacements corresponding to the ultimate capacity of the displacement controlled SSWs
listed in tables 1 & 2 for step 5.

Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: NS direction
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Figure 9: Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: Transverse NS direction
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Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: EW direction
Effective Damping
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Figure 10: Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: Longitudinal EW direction

%NBS
The structural weakness governing the building’s capacity for loading in the longitudinal EW
direction was found to be the floor diaphragm tension capacity on all floors above ground between
grid H and the western longitudinal shear wall on grid 4. The diaphragm tie elements in these areas
were rated at 15 %NBS (IL3). The structural weakness governing the building’s capacity for loading in
the transverse NS direction was found to be the 1st and 4th floor diaphragm tension capacity
between the lift shaft and the eastern transverse shear wall on grid B. The diaphragm elements in
these areas received a 25 %NBS (IL3) rating.
The former had the lower rating and was therefore deemed to be the critical structural weakness.
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Figure 11: Critical Structural Weakness and Severe Structural Weaknesses: 1st Floor diaphragm
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Appendix E – Geotechnical Report
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1

Introduction and Background

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T+T) has been engaged by Napier City Council (NCC) to provide geotechnical
consultancy services to support Detailed Seismic Assessments (DSAs) on the Library, Civic Admin/
Council Chamber Buildings in Napier. Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup) are
undertaking the structural assessments on the buildings. We understand the results of the DSA will
either result in structural strengthening works on the existing buildings or possibly, demolition and
design of new structures on site.
Geotechnical investigations were undertaken at the site in April 2017. This report presents the
results of the geotechnical investigations and is suitable to support the assessment of the structural
performance score of the existing buildings in accordance with the provisions set out in the New
Zealand Building Act 2004 and the guidelines developed by New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering. This report is also suitable to support structural design of strengthening schemes of the
existing building foundations if required.
The scope of work undertaken for this report comprised:
•

A site investigation comprising 2 No. machine drilled boreholes with in situ strength testing;

•

Geophysical investigations comprising active surface shear wave velocity testing at 1 No.
location and horizontal to vertical site period measurements at 3 No. locations;

•

Development of a geological model for the site including a cross section through the site;

•

Assessment of groundwater issues at the site;

•

Assessment of the site subsoil class;

•

Assessment of liquefaction potential;

•

Assessment of consolidation settlement issues at the site;

•

Assessment of geotechnical foundation design parameters; and

•

Preparation of this report

This report should be reviewed and amended if required to support building consent applications of
new structures on the site.

2

Site Description

The subject site is bound by Dalton Street to the west, Hastings Street to the East, Station St to the
North and Vautier Lane to the south. The site covers an approximate area of 8,000 square metres
and is generally flat. The site is approximately 200 m west of the foreshore.
Reinforced concrete framed buildings between three and four storeys high currently occupy the site.
We understand all buildings are founded on shallow pad foundations.

3

Geotechnical Investigations

Geotechnical investigations were carried out to assess subsurface conditions for the site as well as to
obtain in situ strength measures of the subsurface materials. The investigations comprised machine
boreholes and surface geophysical testing as outlined below.

3.1

Borehole Investigations

Borehole Investigations comprising 2 No. machine boreholes drilled to between 10.95 m and 15 m
depth below existing ground level (begl) were carried out on the 18th and 19th of April 2017. The
machine boreholes were drilled by Geotech Drilling Ltd (GD) under the supervision of a geotechnical
engineer from T+T. The materials recovered from the machine boreholes were logged on site in
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2
general accordance with the New Zealand Geotechnical Society (NZGS) guidelines. In situ strength
testing was conducted in the machine boreholes with Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) at
approximately 1.5 m intervals. Upon on completion of the boreholes, a slotted PVC pipe was
installed in BH01 to monitor groundwater levels at the site.
The locations of the machine boreholes are presented on the layout plan ref. Figure 1002378 – F1 in
Appendix A.

3.2

Geophysical Investigations

Geophysical testing comprising the following was undertaken to supplement the borehole
investigations and to allow a more accurate determination of subsoil class (discussed in Section
5.2.1):
•

Active source surface wave testing along a single line determine a shear wave velocity profile
to an approximate depth of 20 m; and

•

Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio, ambient noise
method (H/V method) were carried out at three locations. The H/V test uses a threecomponent seismometer to record ambient noise. The ratio of the averaged horizontal-tovertical frequency spectrum is used to determine the fundamental site resonance frequency,
which can be interpreted using regression equations to estimate sediment thickness and
depth to rock.

The geophysical testing was undertaken by Building Sensory Systems Limited on behalf of T+T. Test
locations are presented on Appendix A and further details of the geophysical testing undertaken are
presented in the Geophysical Site Investigation report in Appendix B.

4

Geological Model

4.1

Published Geology

Published geology1 indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins.

4.2

Stratigraphy

The subsoils encountered during the geotechnical investigations were generally consistent with
published geology and comprised the following units:
Fill
Pavement fill material comprising sandy gravel was observed during the vacuum excavation to clear
services.
Marine Sediments
Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum
depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’ values obtained in this material (presented on
Figure 4.1) material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is medium dense
to very dense. Shear wave velocities measured in this material (presented on Figure 4.2) generally
ranged between 150 m/s and 300 m/s.

Lee, J.M.; Bland, K.J.; Townsend, D.B.; Kamp, P.J.J. (compilers) 2011: Geology of the Hawke’s Bay area. Institute of
Geological & Nuclear Sciences 1:250,000 geological map 8. 1 sheet + 93 p. Lower Hutt, New Zealand. GNS Science.
1
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Figure 4.1: SPT ‘N’ values with depth obtained during borehole investigations
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Figure 4.2: Shear wave velocity profiles from geophysical testing

A cross section showing the ground conditions encountered the geotechnical investigations is
presented on Figure 1002378 – F2 in Appendix A.

4.3

Groundwater

Groundwater was encountered between 2.5 m and 3.5 m begl in the boreholes on completion of the
drilling.
Given the proximity of the site to the foreshore, tidal effects are likely to cause fluctuations in
groundwater level.

5

Geotechnical Engineering Considerations

5.1

General

The recommendations and opinions contained in this report are based on investigations carried out
at point locations. The nature and continuity of the subsoils away from these tests is inferred but it
must be appreciated that ground conditions may vary from the assumed model.

5.2

Seismic Assessment

5.2.1

Subsoil Class

Site subsoil class has been assessed in accordance with the recommendations in NZS1170.5:2004 2.
The clauses relating to subsoil class (3.1.3) are presented in Appendix C.

2

NZS1170.5:2004. Structural Design Actions – Earthquake Actions (New Zealand), SANZ.
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As noted in Section 4, the subsoils physically classified during the investigations comprised fine to
medium sized gravels with some sand proved to a maximum depth of 15 m with SPT ‘N’ values
ranging from 10 to greater than 50. Shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m ranged between 250
m/s and 300 m/s (excluding the upper 1 m of material). The presence of basement rock was not
proven during the investigations.
On the basis of the data obtained during the investigations, we have determined the following:
-

The site is not Class A – Strong Rock, as the shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m are less
than 600 m/s;

-

The site is not be Class B – Rock, as depth of soil encountered exceeds 3 m;

-

The site is not Class E – Very soft soil, as all SPT N values were greater than 6 and less than 1
m depth of soil with shear wave velocities less than 150 m/s was encountered;

-

The site is not Class C, as the H/V test results indicate the natural period of the site is
between 0.9 s and 1.1 s, i.e. greater than 0.6 s; and

-

Accordingly, we consider the site subsoil class to be Class D – Deep or soft soil.

Peak ground accelerations and associated design spectra associated with the subsoil classification
should be determined in accordance with the recommendations in Section 3 – Site Hazard Spectra of
NZS1170.5:20042.

5.2.2

Liquefaction Potential and Liquefaction Effects

Liquefaction occurs when excess pore water pressures are generated in loose, saturated, generally
cohesionless soil during earthquake shaking, causing the soil to undergo a partial to complete loss of
shear strength. Such loss of shear strength can result in settlement and/or horizontal movement
(lateral spreading) of the soil mass. The occurrence of liquefaction is dependent on several factors,
including the intensity and duration of ground shaking, soil density/stiffness, particle size
distribution, plasticity and elevation of the groundwater table.
Based on our observations during the geotechnical investigations and our experience with similar
materials the gravels encountered (proved to 15 m depth) are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction as their particle size distribution is likely to be largely outside the bounds of potentially
liquefiable material developed by Tsuchida, 1970 presented in Figure 5.1. Also, our observations
indicate the gravels encountered are likely to have a moderate to high permeability and accordingly,
there to be a low risk of excess pore pressures required to trigger liquefaction developing during
seismic shaking.
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Figure 5.1: Boundaries of Most Liquefiable Soils and Potentially Liquefiable Soils, Tsuchida, 1970

Material at depths greater than those investigated may be susceptible to liquefaction, however,
effects on the foundations of the buildings on site are likely to be insignificant due to the
approximately 15 m thick “crust” of non-liquefiable gravels.

5.3

Foundation Considerations

5.3.1

Shallow Foundation Bearing Pressures

From published correlations with the SPT results we consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing
capacity of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based structural assessments of the existing foundations,
which we have assumed to be founded within the medium dense gravels.

5.3.2

Shallow Foundation Stiffness

We understand Stratagroup are proposing to undertake non-linear time history analyses (Soil
Structure Interaction Model (SSIM)) on the buildings in accordance with the recommendations in
Appendix C4 of the Geotechnical Considerations for Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings
(October 2016) 3. Presented in Table 5.1 below are a range of elastic spring stiffnesses (vertical,
horizontal and rotational) for two pad sizes (2 m by 2 m and 3 m by 3 m, which we understand to be
the sizes of the existing foundations) suitable for preliminary use in the SSIM.

The seismic assessment of existing buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments Revised Draft – October
2016.
3
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The spring stiffnesses have been derived on the assumption that the footings of the buildings are
rigid, and conservatively, that the footings are at the ground surface. Equations to derive the Vertical
and Horizontal Stiffnesses for a pad footing by Gazetas et al (1985)4 are presented in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2: Spring Stiffness Equations for Pad Footings at the ground surface, from Gazetas et al (1985)

The spring stiffness equations above, the spring stiffnesses are functions of the Effective Shear
Modulus, G, (Shear Modulus reduced to account for the non-linearity associated with ground
shaking), and Poisson’s ratio, ν of the foundation soil.
The Effective Shear Modulus, G, has been derived using the following equation, while a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.3 has been assumed:
γv
g
G = Effective Shear Modulus
γ = Unit Weight of Soil, 18 kN/m assumed
vs = shear wave velocity of the soil, 200 m/s to 300 m/s
G = 0.75

g = gravity

Table 5.1:

Elastic Spring Stiffnesses for 2 m by 2 m pad and 3 m by 3 m pad footings

Stiffness Parameter

2 m by 2 m Pad

3 m by 3 m Pad

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Vertical Stiffness

470,000 – 1,070,000

715,000 - 1,600,000

Horizontal Stiffness

380,000 – 875,000

582,000 - 1,300,000

The elastic spring stiffnesses presented above do not account for damping effects. For preliminary
analyses, the non-linear behaviour of the foundation soil can be modelled using the
recommendations outlined in Sections C4A.3.4/ C4A.3.53, FEMA 440 (2005)5 and ASCE41-13 (2014)6.
Vertical response of arbitrarily shaped embedded foundations, ASCE Journal, Geotech Eng, Vol 111 No. 6 – Gazetas,
Dobry and Tassoulas, 1985.
5 Improvement of Nonlinear static seismic analysis – Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 2005
6 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings – American Society of Civil Engineers 2014
4
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We strongly encourage collaboration between Stratagroup (structural engineer) and T+T
(geotechnical engineer) throughout the non-linear time history analyses process to ensure the
modelling correctly represents the expected behaviour of both the soil and structure during
earthquake shaking.

5.4

Deep Foundation Parameters

Should deep foundations be required for seismic strengthening works, the geotechnical parameters
presented in Table 5.2 are considered suitable for use in preliminary design. Driven steel H piles or
screw piles founded in the medium dense to dense gravels are likely to be suitable deep foundation
strengthening options.
Table 5.2:

Deep Foundation Design Parameters for Preliminary Design

Unit

Unit depth below
existing ground level

Skin Friction

End Bearing (Assuming
SPT ‘N’ greater than 30)

Marine Deposits –
Medium Dense to Very
Dense Gravels

1.5 m – 15 m proved

100 kPa

6,000 kPa

6

Further Work – Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment

If the results of the DSA are unfavourable it may be beneficial to commission a site-specific
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment study (PSHA). This can bring with it a range of opportunities
and benefits for any strengthening works that may be required on the existing buildings. Specifically,
there may be an opportunity to reduce the design spectra (outlined in NZS1170.5:2004, and on
which the DSA is to be undertaken) which could result in cost savings on strengthening works.
The PSHA will be based on the updated seismic hazard model New Zealand, the changes to which
have not yet been incorporated into NZS1170.5:2004 as well as the most up-to-date understanding
of the seismic hazard risks within the Hawkes Bay area.
As shear wave velocities have been obtained during the investigations discussed in Section 3, no
further investigation of shear wave velocities is anticipated to facilitate the PSHA.
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7

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the available subsurface information and our experience with similar materials, our
geotechnical recommendations regarding the Detailed Seismic Assessment on the Library, Civic
Admin/Council Chamber Buildings in Napier are summarised as follows:
•

This report has been prepared to support the Detailed Seismic Assessments being undertaken
by Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup);

•

The site stratigraphy comprises pavement fill overlying medium dense to very dense marine
gravels;

•

The site subsoil class has been assessed as Class D – Deep soil in accordance with the
recommendations in NZS 1170.5:2004;

•

The site subsoils proved during the investigations are considered to have low susceptibility to
seismic liquefaction. Soils, below the depths proved during the investigations may be
susceptible to liquefaction. However, the effects of liquefaction of material at depths greater
than 15 m are likely to be negligible at the ground surface;

•

We consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing pressure of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based
structural assessments on the existing foundations;

•

Elastic Shallow foundation spring stiffnesses suitable for use in displacement based analyses
are presented in Section 5.3.2.The spring stiffnesses are provided to be used as preliminary
inputs into the nonlinear time history analyses that Stratagroup are proposing to undertake.
Damping effects have not been considered, however documents that provide guidance and
recommendations regarding the damping effects/nonlinear aspects of the SSIM have been
provided. Collaboration between T+T and Stratagroup is strongly recommended to ensure the
SSIM accurately represents the behaviour of both the structure and soil, under seismic
loading;

•

Design parameters suitable for preliminary design of deep foundation installation as part of
strengthening, if required, are presented in Section 5.4; and

•

Recommendations for further work, comprising a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment is
presented in Section 6.
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Executive Summary
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library Building Site in Napier. Active source and passive source surface wave testing was
performed at a selection of locations around the building in order to characterise the shear
wave velocity profile and the site period across the site. The methodology, data processing,
shear wave velocity profiles and site period estimates across the site are presented herein.
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1.0 Introduction
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library building site in Napier. Due to space constraints, active source surface wave testing
was performed at a single location only to define the shear wave velocity profile at that
location. Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio method
(H/V Spectral Ratio) were carried out at three locations to provide wider coverage across the
site in terms of overall profile characteristics. The testing methodology, data reduction
methodology, and the resulting shear wave velocity profiles and site period values are
summarised herein.

2.0 Testing Sites and Methodology
2.1

Testing Methodology

Active source surface wave testing was carried out using a 5.4 kg sledgehammer to
generate surface wave energy. Both Rayleigh wave and Love wave testing was undertaken
using vertical and horizontally oriented sources. A linear array of 24 vertical geophones at
2 m spacing were located along the ground surface to record the induced vibration from
these sources. Data was collected using multiple source offset locations from the first
receiver in the array to account for the effect of offset distance on the dispersion curve data
and any near source effects. Multiple impacts were used at each source offset and stacked
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the data collected. Due to space restrictions the
source could only be located at one end of the linear array. This method was used to
characterise the shear wave velocity profile at the test location, which is representative of the
soil profile beneath the active testing line.
Ambient noise recordings of at least 15 minutes were collected to perform horizontal-tovertical spectral ratio (H/V Spectral Ratio) calculations (Nakamura 1989) to estimate the site
period (T) or the period of response of the profile above any impedance contrasts that are
present. A single 2Hz 3-D geophone was used for this testing.

2.2

Testing Plan

An overview of the test locations is provided in Figure 1. The setup of each test location was
as follows:
•

Active Testing locations (SW1)
o

•

Offset source at 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 and 30 m from first geophone off one end
of the linear array for Rayleigh wave based testing (Vertically oriented
source). Offset source at 5 m and 10m from first geophone for Love wave
based testing (horizontally oriented source).

H/V Spectral Ratio locations (SP1 – SP3)
Page 1

Figure 1. Location of surface wave testing across Napier Library site. Active source testing
location (SW1) shown by red line and H/V spectral ratio testing locations (SP1-SP3) shown by
the red points.
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2.3

Data Processing and Interpretation

Active source sledgehammer data were analyzed using the frequency domain beamformer
(FBDF) method (Zywicki 1999) and the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) method
(Stokoe et al. 1994). Dispersion data influenced by near-field effects and/or significant offline
noise were eliminated. The SASW data was analysed using the phase unwrapping method
to determine the individual dispersion curves from each receiver spacing.
The data from each source offset and method were combined to form a mixed-method
composite dispersion curve. The dispersion data was then divided into bins using a log
distribution. The mean phase velocity and associated standard deviation was then calculated
for each bin, resulting in an experimental dispersion curve with associated uncertainty.
The dispersion data was inverted to define the shear wave velocity profiles using a multimode inversion and the neighborhood algorithm in Geopsy (Wathelet 2008). The inversion
process defines theoretical dispersion curves that best match the experimental dispersion
curve defined using the process described above. To provide the best representation of the
shear wave velocity profile at each site, layering characteristics from subsurface
investigation data was used to help constrain the surface wave inversion parameters.
Geotechnical borehole data in close vicinity to testing locations were used to develop the
inversion layering parameters across the site, including the inferred depth to the water table.
The experimental and theoretical dispersion curve data for this site is summarised in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dispersion curve data for the Napier Library site. The black points and error bars are
the binned experimental dispersion curve data, and the red line is the best fit theoretical
dispersion curve data.

H/V Spectral Ratio data were processed using the software Geopsy (www.geopsy.org). Time
windows that were overly noisy were removed, with the remaining windows used to develop
the spectral average at each location. The geometric mean of the horizontal-component
Fourier spectra were used to develop the H/V spectral ratios, and a Konno & Ohmachi
(1998) smoothing function with a smoothing constant of b=40 was applied. The H/V spectral
Page 3

ratios from a range of time window lengths were compared during processing to determine
the influence of window lengths on the estimated spectral peak(s) and to estimate the
uncertainty associated with the spectral peak(s). The data presented in this paper used a
window length of 30 seconds with no overlap and a 5% cosine taper.
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3.0 Results
3.1

Shear wave velocity

The shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing is summarised in Figure 2 and in
tabular form in the electronic Appendix. The lowest misfit profile shown by the thick black
line. The light grey lines represent the 1000 best profiles, and the dark grey the 50 best
profiles from the inversion.
Loose constraints were used in the inversion to account for the fact that there is likely a
gradual increase in the shear wave velocity with depth through the gravel deposits present at
the site. Borehole logs at the site do not indicate any significant interfaces down to 15 m
depth (maximum depth of the boreholes at this site). The thin pavement at this location has
not been included in the layering as it will have little effect on the development of the shear
wave velocity profile.
Apart from softer deposits near the surface there is a gradual increase in the shear wave
velocity with depth which would be expected in the granular deposits at this location. Near
the surface there little variability in the shear wave velocities. Below 15 m depth there is
more variability in the shear wave velocity profiles, as there was more variability in the
experimental data starts at longer wavelengths.

Figure 3. Shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing

An simplified estimate of the elastic period of the profile above 20 m was calculated using
the quarter wavelength equation (T = 4H / Vsavg, where H is the thickness of the profile and
Vsavg is the time averaged shear wave velocity over the profile thickness).
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Using this approach for the lowest misfit profile, the estimated elastic period of the profile
was equal to 0.3 seconds. This does not reflect the true site period, which is the response of
the entire soil profile above rock. The shear wave velocities in the top 20 m do not approach
rock velocities.

3.2

H/V Spectral Ratio

The H/V spectral peak(/s) from ambient noise recordings can correspond to: (1) the site
period for the entire soil profile down to basement rock (a significant impedance contrast); or
(2) the response of the soil profile above a shallower impedance contrast. The results from
the three test sites are summarised in Figure 3-6 below, with the median and plus/minus 1
standard deviation curves from the data windows presented in each. All three have clear
peaks, ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 seconds, with a slightly shorter period north of the library
building. This suggests the existence of an impedance contrast at depth, potentially
representing the overall profile to bedrock.

Figure 4. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.1 seconds
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Figure 5. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.0 seconds

Figure 6. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 0.9 seconds
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Site classification methods in order of preference are those based on:
Measurements of shear-wave travel times or shear-wave velocities;
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Shear-wave velocities obtained by inversion of geophysical measurements, where the
inversions are constrained by information from site profiles developed from
geotechnical logging at the site or nearby;
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Shear-wave velocities calculated from empirical correlations for the relevant soil
materials;
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Borelogs including measurement of geotechnical properties;

(e)

Evaluation of site periods from Nakamura (horizontal/vertical) spectral ratios or from
recorded earthquake motions;
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Borelogs with descriptors but no geotechnical measurements; or
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Class A is defined as strong to extremely-strong rock with:
(a)

Unconfined compressive strength greater than 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 1500 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 18 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 600 m/s.
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Class B is defined as rock with:
(a)

A compressive strength between 1 and 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 360 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 0.8 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 300 m/s.

A surface layer of no more than 3 m depth of highly-weathered or completely-weathered rock
or soil (a material with a compressive strength less than 1 MPa) may be present.
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Shallow soil sites

(a)

They are not class A , class B or class E sites; and

(b)

The low amplitude natural period is less than or equal to 0.6 s; or

(c)

Depths of soil do not exceed those listed in Table 3.2.
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Class C is defined as sites where:

3.1.3.5 Class D
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The low amplitude natural period may be estimated from four times the shear -wave travel
time from the surface to rock, be estimated from Nakamura ratios or from recorded
earthquake motions, or be evaluated in accordance with Clause 3.1.3.7 for sites with layered
subsoil, according to the hierarchy of methods given in Clause 3.1.3.1.
Deep or soft soil sites

Class D is defined as sites:
That are not class A, class B or class E sites; and
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Where low-amplitude natural period is greater than 0.6 s; or
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With depths of soils exceeding those listed in Table 3.2; or

(d)

Underlain by less than 10 m of soils with an undrained shear-strength less than
12.5 kPa or soils with SPT N-values less than 6.
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More than 10 m depth of soils with shear-wave velocities of 150 m/s or less; or
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More than 10 m combined depth of soils with properties as described in (a), (b) and (c)
above.
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MAXIMUM DEPTH LIMITS FOR SITE SUBSOIL CLASS C

> 30
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3.1.3.7 Evaluation of periods for layered sites

For sites consisting of layers of several types of material without measured shear -wave travel
times from the surface to rock, the low-amplitude natural period of the site may be calculated
from:
(a)

The eigenvalue solution for the fundamental frequency of a lumped mass representation
of the soil profile from the surface to underlying rock;

(b)

Exact closed-form solutions for two-layer sites;
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(c)

Approximate solutions for other simple profiles through successive application of two layer solutions

(d)

Four times the estimated shear-wave travel time; or

(e)

Summing the contributions to the natural period of each layer by multiplying 0.6 s by
the sum of ratios of the thickness of each layer to the thickness for its soil type given in
Table 3.2.

In evaluating site periods, all material above rock shall be included in the modelling.
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Notes:
All Shear Walls appeared to have starter bars into the floor at approx. 300crs.

All the floor slabs appear to have mesh in them.

There was no access to position F11, as this was the area in the records storage room,
and the shelving didn’t leave enough room to be able to do the scan.

The scan taken at position F13 was unusable due to some form of interference.

The shear wall at position F27 does not exist, a scan was taken to try and find any starter
bars from the wall below.

The scan taken at position F33 was unusable due to some form of interference.
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Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F22
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
200mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1310mm from the LHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

189

208

10mm Starter Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

488

56

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

3

330

314

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001601.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:12:37

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F23
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
1270mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
3000mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

156

95

10mm Starter Bar @ 30mm cover.

2

510

75

10mm Starter Bar @ 30mm cover.

3

355

200

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

4

308

268

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001602.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:14:57

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F24
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
130mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
3010mm from the LHS of the grid to the wall.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

341

110

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

2

388

338

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001603.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:18:54

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F25
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
110mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1460mm from the LHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

225

67

10mm Starter Bar @ 55mm cover.

2

516

82

10mm Starter Bar @ 60mm cover.

3

370

244

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

93

527

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001609.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 19:12:12

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F26
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
105mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1380mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

407

108

10mm Starter Bar @ 45mm cover.

2

11

67

10mm Starter Bar @ 45mm cover (dia NOT verified).

3

207

312

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 60mm cover.

4

249

245

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001604.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:35:12

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F27
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
The shear wall in this position does not exist, so we tried to scan for starters from the
wall below. No starters could be found.
105mm from the top of the grid to the timber wall.
140mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the timber wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

152

192

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

2

482

166

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001605.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:39:16

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F28
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
95mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
430mm from the RHS of the grid to the wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

145

130

10mm Starter Bar @ 70mm cover (dia NOT verified).

2

462

114

10mm Starter Bar @ 70mm cover (dia NOT verified).

3

301

219

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 75mm cover (dia NOT verified).

4

359

404

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 65mm cover (dia NOT verified).

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001606.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:46:16

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F29
Fourth Floor Slab.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
3000mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
Centre of the grid to the approx centre of the floor beam.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

436

229

30mm Beam Bar @ 60mm cover.

2

227

182

20mm Beam Bar @ 60mm cover.

3

59

233

10mm Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

508

208

10mm Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

5

570

267

8mm Bar @ 55mm cover.

6

97

292

8mm Bar @ 60mm cover (dia NOT verified).

7

359

370

10mm Bar @ 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001607.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:49:35

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F30
Fourth Floor Slab.
4260mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
3090mm from the LHS of the grid to the edge of the columns.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

115

337

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

2

207

256

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001608.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:55:40

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F31
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
105mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
560mm from the LHS of the grid to the timber wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

62

112

10mm Starter Bar @ 55mm cover.

2

366

97

Starter Bar dia N/A.

3

515

74

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

351

337

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001618.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-11 18:32:34

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F32
First Floor Slab.
105mm from the top of the grid to the low wall.
3275mm from the LHS of the grid to the side wall.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

381

200

25mm Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

74

182

25mm Bar @ 30mm cover.

3

211

219

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 50mm cover.

4

249

286

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 60mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Appendix G – Hand Calculations
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G01

G02

G03

G04

G05

G06

G07

G08

G09

G10

G11

G12

G13

G14

G15

G16

G17

G18

G19

G20

G21

G22

G23

G24

G25

G26

G27

G28

G29

G30

G31

G32

G33

G34

G35

G36

G37

G38

G39

G40

G41

G42

G43

G44

G45

G46

G47

G48

G49

G50

G51

G52

G53

G54

G55

G56

G57

G58

G59

G60

G61

G62

G63

G64

G65

G66

G67

G68

G69

G70

G71

G72

G73

G74

G75

G76

G77

G78

G79

G80

G81

G82

G83

G84

G85

G86

G87

G88

G89

G90

G91

G92

G93

G94

G95

G96

G97

G98

